
It has been two weeks since Jim had turned into a living condom, and he was already starting to                   
love it. Scarlett was taking it easy by using some lube on her cock and gently cleaning Jimmy                  
after using him. He had spent uncountable hours workshiping her cock while she played LoL               
and Battlegrounds, each match she won a blast of cum erupted from her cock, soaking him in                 
jizz. His "bed" was also more comfortable now once Scarlett started using lighter panties who               
allowed a better ventilation and a new soap that made her balls extra fluffy for her darling to                  
sleep on. 
 
Unfortunately it seemed that Scarlett was getting addicted to him and couldn't spend an hour               
without going to the bathroom to jerk off with him. She did it everywhere, at college, at her part                   
time job, even during cosplay or gaming events. The worst thing he had to endure was the time                  
when the toilet wasn't working and Scarlett was needing to piss. She had the bright idea to pick                  
him up and force her cock down his mouth and getting her relief that way. The worst part was                   
that she was doing that on her desk at the company she worked on! Jim was worried someone                  
saw her doing that and fired her, or worse, if someone noticed she was using a living person as                   
a cocksleeve. Tinys and futas were already bad seen by society and Jim didn't want to make                 
things worse, but he barely had a say when it came to Scarlett's needs. 
 
At the actual moment Scarlett started to stream nude videos of herself on the internet. Jim didn't                 
like the idea of his girlfriend doing nudes for some jerks on the internet, but she had told him                   
that by showing her body online she gained more security about her gender. He would argue                
that her actions only made Futanaris look more slutty, but he remembered the time he had told                 
her to stop playing so much video games and do some exercising, her answer was inserting him                 
under her foreskin for the rest of the day. Jim learned two things from that experience: never tell                  
a gamer to stop gaming, and futanaris have to clean their foreskin better. 
 
But today was a special day, today Scarlett pretends to do a livestream with Jim and some                 
special guests. Those guests were a secret even for Jim. The boy was now cuddling Scarlett's                
balls while waiting for the beginning of the show, Scarlett had everything settled already. Lube,               
toilet paper and a mysterious box resting on her bed. Scarlett landed her bubble butt on her seat                  
and so the steam began. 
 
"Hi there folks!". She made a kawaii face with both hands doing the peace sign. "Princess                
Scarlett bringing another sexy show for you, today we have a very special guest! Meet my                
hubby Jim". Scarlett then lowered her hand to her panties, bringing them back up now with the                 
tiny softly place on her palm." Everyone be nice to him, he's a bit shy, just that. Say hi to our                     
spectators honey". Scarlett slides her pinkie down his spine, she was trying to comfort him but                
did the opposite. 
 
"H-hi". Jim said, always keeping his head down not to show his face. He turned around to look                  
Scarlett in the eyes. Her golden eyes were so beautiful he could get dazed just by staring at                  
them. Jim then remembered he wasn't using any clothes and so wasn't Scarlett. He was about                
to say something when Scarlett reached for the bottle of lube. She then placed him in front of                  



the camera, his nude form being clearly exposed on the internet. 
 
"Let's begin the fun, shall we? First, some lube!". Scarlett dropped lube all over Jimmy, who                
suddenly realized that wasn't lube, but strawberry topping. He was trying to understand what              
was going on when he was tossed into Scarlett's hungry maw, being instantaneously assaulted              
by her tongue. As an instinct he tried to fight his way outta her mouth, but those sharp looking                   
teeth made him change his mind. Jim had seen how Scarlett's teeth could easily slash and cut                 
food, a tiny would be childish play for her. "So sweet...". Scarlett moaned as she played with her                  
nipples while taking a thorough taste of the young man. The vixen rolled her prey over and over                  
again until Jim lost his strawberry taste, spitting him on her cupped hands. 
 
'So hot... so much spit...". Jim tried to call for Scarlett, he wasn't sure if he would survive her                   
games, but for his demise she was too much into it to stop. Soaked in spit and gasping for air,                    
Jim knew what was going to succeed on the show, he could already see Scarlett's cock                
pulsating in anticipation. Soon that monster would be filling his intestines to the brim with hot,                
thick sperm. Jim then looked to the screen, noticing that the audience just reached 2 thousand                
viewers, all of them probably jerking off to his suffering. But Jim knew Scarlett would never hurt                 
him badly... wouldn't she? 
 
"Down the cock you go, hubby!" Scarlett said in her usual sweet voice just before shoving her                 
dick balls deep into her condom. Jim u moaned in agony, Scarlett was bigger than usual for                 
some reason, which caused him to ejaculate immediately, a tiny line of cum forming in the air                 
before completely vanishing out of existence. Scarlett had her way with him, bouncing her big               
titties up and down with each stroke her cock received, her golden eyes almost rolled to the                 
back of her head, but just a second before being knocked out... 
 
"I'M CUMMMMMMING!!! I'M BLOWING MY LOVE JUICE LIKE I NEVER DID BEFORE!!! TAKE             
IT BITCH!! GET IMPREGNATED WITH MY SEED, YOU USELESS CUMRAG!!!" You might be             
thinking that a single ejaculation can't be that bad, but Scarlett is definitely not a quick shotter,                 
and when she finally reach her climax she blows GALLONS. And it was all recorded and posted                 
online, Jim getting his ass teared apart by his girlfriend and her superior cock, his insides being                 
filled with cum in seconds before not being able to hold the load, then forced through his                 
respiratory system, then finally being expelled like a jet through his mouth. Jim could taste               
Scarlett's sperm with all his body, the thick, slimy cum invading his lungs as she posed for the                  
camera, not noticing he was drowning in her own seed. The pressure was so intense he got                 
expelled from the domination of Scarlett's cock, blasted in the air before landing the girl's hair.                
He could taste Scarlett's cum in his mouth, it tasted like pudding and cheese. Drowning in                
sperm thanks to his lungs becoming a pool of jizz, Jim passed away in the middle of the steam.                   
The last thing he noticed was that he appeared to have had many orgasms, and who know how                  
many prostate orgasms.So that was it, he was just a freak who liked to be used as a condom by                    
a futa. Scarlett was right in the end, he was born to be her cocksleeve. But he didn't give a fuck                     
about convencional morals anymore, he was happy with his new life and as long as Scarlett                
decided to keep destroying his prostate causing him to cum frenetically, he would live the life of                 



a condom with a smile. And with a new level of shame being reached, the world went dark. 
 
Jim woke up, throwing cum out of his body. World was spinning around him as his brains tried to                   
adjust to the situation. He was still naked and baked in a mix of sperm and saliva, which means                   
that it didn't pass a long time since he was knocked out. He could hear a sobbing coming from                   
above him, a strange figure crying out for his name. As Jim's vision adjust he could see the                  
camera still on, and Scarlett crying in panic, probably thinking he had died from her cum.                
Getting up, Jim noticed he had a 4 months worth of pregnancy belly, full of Scarlett's babies, as                  
she liked to call her seed. He shouted for her, who quickly stopped crying to look down at him.  
 
For his surprise she passed from sad to angry in a fraction of seconds, grabbing him tightly on                  
her fist before bringing him pretty close to her face. " You idiot!! I thought I had killed you!! How                    
could ya just pass away like that?! You know I'm a sensible person!! I could have had a heart                   
attack from that!!". Scarlett raged against Jim who was too busy throwing up to pay attention to                 
Scarlett's drama. She took a deep breath and softened her grip, her voice calming down to give                 
some comfort to her damaged toy. " I'm sorry about that, I just lost control back there. But it's                   
kinda your fault for being such a good Fleshlight. Anyway, I'll make sure to pay you back in the                   
future. For now say goodbye to our public and go rest in ma balls". Scarlett kissed him tenderly                  
before dressing her white thong and placing Jim on it, not losing the chance to tease the                 
audience with a photo of Jim getting comfortable between her nuts and the #Homesweethome. 
 
Scarlett did some lap dance on her chair and gave close looks of her boobs and Jim's bulge in                   
her thong before finishing the show. It was 3 A.M. by then, but Scarlett still had one last thing to                    
do before going to sleep. Carefully she took away Jim, putting him on her panties drawer, a                 
cozy place for him to nap on. Scarlett took a beer from the fridge before jumping to bed, the                   
mysterious box still awaiting there. Drinking half a bottle in on gulp, Scarlett sitted in her bed and                  
opened the box. It's content were 10 other girls whose curvy naked body shivered at the                
sensation of Scarlett's eyesight. The 10 girls halted at their capturer in fear 'cus they knew what                 
was coming for them. 
 
" Hi there! Remember me? 'Cus Uncertainty remember you all. Thought ya could bully me and                
Jimmy during all our lives and nothing would happen to ya, right? W-R-O-N-G. Time to pay for                 
your sins, bitches." Scarlett ended the sentence with a smile, a cute friendly smile who masked                
her dark machinations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


